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PRESIDENT SPEAK

Greetings to all my fellow members of the Asia Pacific Down Syndrome Federation (APDSF)!
During these times, when we are all facing unprecedented threat to the health of the world as a
whole, we need to take the necessary precautions to ensure the safety of everyone especially our
children and adults with Down syndrome who can be a vulnerable population because of their
condition.
As the saying goes, “When the going gets tough, the tough get going.” Together as a community, we
have all proved it right. In our own little ways, we have tried to fight the war against the dreaded
Coronavirus. Our families have been a great source of support and strength and I would like to
appreciate each one of you for your tenacity and honest effort to fight Coronavirus.
As mentioned in my mail to you, the offices of the APDSF are closed, however, this cannot stop us
from sending out information to our members through our newsletter as originally planned. I
would like to thank all the members who have sent us the information for the newsletter.
Our next edition will hopefully be in better times where there will be more information to share
with all of you.
Stay healthy, stay safe.
Regards,
N. Ramachandran
President – APDSF

India
The Down Syndrome Federation of India had planned elaborate events across the country to celebrate
World Down Syndrome Day. Each state had its ideas on helping raise awareness about Down syndrome.

As in the previous two years, this year too, the Federation got permission to light up the Chennai
Corporation Commissioners Office – The Ripon building in the Down Syndrome Colors of Blue and
Yellow on the 21st of March 2020. Since this building is in a centralized location, close to the major
Railway stations in Chennai, the awareness that this created was high. People noticed and wanted to
know the significance of the date, the colors and why the building was lit. The building lit up in the royal
blue and golden yellow gave a grand impression and anybody who passed by the building could not but
admire the grandeur.

One of the most popular hospital chains in the country, Apollo Hospitals joined hands with the
Federation to light up its hospitals in Blue and Yellow on the 20th and 21st of March 2020. Almost 10
hospitals were lit up on the occasion with banners being placed at strategic locations to spread
awareness about Down syndrome.

Australia

Across the world, the events of recent weeks have brought many changes to how we live our lives and connect
with each other. In this new world of needing to have physical distance from each other it is even more
important that we remain connected. Here in Australia we celebrated World Down Syndrome Day throughout
March, sharing 21 stories in the lead up to 21 March.
This year we shared stories about times when the inclusion of a person with Down syndrome led to positive
changes for schools, workplaces, community events and families. The 21 stories can be found here.
Unfortunately we had to cancel our events to celebrate 21 March but we instead we celebrated the day by
sharing video messages through social media.
Our Patron, His Excellency General the Honourable David Hurley AC DSC (Retd). has shared a message to call
for the rights, inclusion and wellbeing of people with Down syndrome. The Governor General’s message can be
seen here.
We also shared a message from Claire from our Down Syndrome Advisory Network about celebrating our
differences and overcoming challenges. You can watch the video message here.
We also were very excited to launch our Ask About Down Syndrome App. This is the world’s first app providing
information about Down syndrome and was developed alongside people with Down syndrome. The app
features people with Down syndrome answering questions and sharing stories about community inclusion, the
barriers they face, and how these issues can be addressed. The app also links to a range of resources that
support and promote community inclusion.
You can download the app on the App Store and Google Play Store.
We have also recently created a new place on our website with coronavirus information for our community.
This information has been put together to help people with Down syndrome and their families access the
information they need during this difficult time. The information is available at coronavirus Information .

Bangladesh
Bangladesh-Celebration of World Down Syndrome Day-2020
Down

Syndrome Society of Bangladesh (DSSB), being the representative member of Down Syndrome
International-UK, and the Department of Communication Disorders, University of Dhaka jointly had an
announcement to take the opportunity to come together to observe the World Down Syndrome Day on 21st
March, 2020 and this year it was supposed to happen at TSC Auditorium, University of Dhaka for creating a
massive awareness on Down Syndrome Issues. Here is the event link on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/events/2510814465853897/
World Down Syndrome Day (WDSD), 21 March, is a global awareness day which has been officially observed by
the United Nations since 2012. Down Syndrome International (DSi) encourages friends and colleagues from all
over the world to choose their own activities and events on WDSD to help raise awareness of what Down
syndrome is, what it means to have Down syndrome, and how people with Down syndrome play a vital role in
our lives and communities.
Therefore, DSSB called the attention from all the concerns to come together to make a single voice for our
wonderful people who are born with Down syndrome. The theme for World Down Syndrome Day-2020 is “We
Decide” emphasizing that all people with Down syndrome should have full participation in decision making
about matters relating to or affecting their lives. Whatever we do, we hope together we will create a very loud
single global voice to advocating for the rights, inclusion and well being of people with Down syndrome on 21
March.
But unfortunately DSSB had to postpone the main event following the official circulation of government to restrict
all the public gathering due to outbreak of COVID-19 all over the country. Earlier on 17th March the government

also postponed National program on the Mujib Year (on the occasion of the centennial birth anniversary of the
founding leader of the country, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman). So, we were requested to celebrate the World Down
Syndrome Day 2020 virtually and we did it finally.
1. WDSD Global Video Event
We have been contributing to WDSD Global Video Event from Bangladesh since 2014. This year we have
participated WDSD Global Video Event-2020 to address the theme of ‘We decide’ as per DSi guidelines. Here is
the link for more information: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvTPaRvmhvg
Down Syndrome International presents a global video journey promoting inclusion of people with Down
Syndrome. "We Decide" features videos of people with Down Syndrome, their friends, peers and advocates. The
campaign will seek to tackle negative attitudes and a lack of knowledge about the potential of people with Down
Syndrome, which for many prevents them from experiencing full participation. This WDSD Global Video Event is
presented for World Down Syndrome Day, Saturday 21 March 2020. Please share to make their voices heard.
2. World Down syndrome Day Virtually Observed:
Bangladesh Television, a national TV channel has broadcasted a program as to celebrate the World Down
Syndrome Day-2020 virtually. This program covers all the present activities of Down Syndrome Society of
Bangladesh including flashback on the celebration of World Down Syndrome Day since Down syndrome
movement started in Bangladesh. Thanks to BTV to make such an amazing program that made us feel of the
celebration of World Down Syndrome Day. Here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/DSSocietyBangladesh/videos/844892792587829/
In addition children also virtually enjoy the day with cultural program earlier at the Down Syndrome Resource
Centre. It was uploaded on social media. Here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/DSSocietyBangladesh/videos/2267248840236246/
3. Awareness Raising Program
CHILD Foundation has taken the initiative along with Down Syndrome Society to raise the voice for people with
Down syndrome by producing short film (video) on the occasion of Happy World Down Syndrome Day-2020.
Here is the link: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=236956237443423
CHILD Foundation promises to support & inspire Individuals with special needs to reach their fullest potential.
The video was shared on social media to spread the message and information on Down syndrome.
Reports on General Activities:
DSSB carried out following special activities during the period:

1. Empower Us Self-advocacy TrainingInclusion International:
A three- day- long 12th to 14th March, Empower Us Selfadvocacy Training at Platinum Grand Hotel in Dhaka
organized by Inclusion International with the support

of

Down Syndrome Society of Bangladesh and SEID. The

16

self-advocates including support persons from 2
organizations have learnt various aspects of self
advocacy to raise their voice in their communities. Self
advocates from DSSB actively participated in the session!! Here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2504115503139735
Self advocates from DSSB also enjoyed the closing ceremony of the workshop. Here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=538027510427707
Down Syndrome Society of Bangladesh achieved full member organization status at Inclusion International.
2. Inclusion Work Project in Bangladesh:
The Inclusion Works project, a consortium project led

by

Sightsavers and funded by the DFID UK Aid Connect
fund. The focus of the Inclusion Works programme is

“how

can more people with disabilities be included in/access
formal waged employment?” An amazing 3 day
workshop on ‘Capacity Building of DPOs Leaders’ was
organized by ADD at Gulshan, Dhaka on 3rd -5th March.

DSSB

has actively participated in this session along with its

self

advocates. Inclusion Work Project is UK Aid supported project in Bangladesh. DSSB has been working in this
project as DPO. Here is the link:
https://www.facebook.com/DSSocietyBangladesh/videos/597044007544616/

Hong Kong
Stay Strong We Decide
The Most LIKE Photo Contest
March 21st named as The World Down Syndrome Day and we celebrate this meaningful day every year. However,
COVID-19 is raging and we couldn’t organize an on-site community education event this year. However, We
Decide to show our positive energy to the society actively through social media as well as echo the theme of the
WDSD – We Decide. How to respond to this epidemic? Let you decide!
With the sponsorship of the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, “Stay Strong, We Decide” – The Most LIKE Photo
Contest was held aiming at showing the mutual support, cheering up for ourselves, family and friends as well as
showing the care on both physical and mental health through social media. Our members were invited to join the
contest by sharing a photo with text to share their anti-epidemic tips or express their blessings to others in these
blue days. Up-keeping our energy and stay healthy even under epidemic!
“The most powerful way to stay strong and healthy doesn’t cost any money ... time for exercise ...Stay
active, do exercises, keep clean, good health kicks illnesses !!”
“Keep your family together. Be careful and thankful!”
“ The virus couldn’t trap my heart! My heart is still full of sunshine even under epidemic”
No matter the COVID-19, or any difficulties in your life, let’s face and deal with them in a positive way. Show
your care to your family members and friends and hence let the spirit of mutual support found and spread out
in our society! Try to appreciate and express gratitude to each other, so as to help us with more energy to
tackle problems. Besides, it is hoped that you all can appreciate yourself, proud of what you have done in the
process of problem solving and you may found something new under the blue days.
“Stay Strong, We Decide”. In day of March 21st , We Decide to wear mask and pair of mismatched socks to
celebrate the World Down Syndrome Day. Hoping that we can meet each other and show our smile under the
mask one day!
The Hong Kong Down Syndrome
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/hongkongdownsyndromeassociation

Japan
On-line event “We Decide” by Japan Down Syndrome Society.
Japan Down Syndrome Society(JDSS) held an on-line/ webinar event “We Decide” on 24th February 2020.
Usually over three hundred people participate the annual event, however, due to COVID-19, it was only thirty
staffs to participated at the event. The rest of participants were accessed to the event by youtube.
The purpose of the event was to increase the awareness of Down Syndrome and people with Down Syndrome.
The program covers to advocate a message of “We Decide” announced by adults with Down syndrome music
performance Several performers with Down syndrome
The total access number for the event was over eight hundreds and two hundred people participated at the
event on-line basis. Two national newspapers and yahoo introduced the event.

Mongolia
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Links
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Video
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B.Elberelt with Down

Video reached up

https://www.facebook.com/

behind

interview

of the Disabled

Syndrome, self-advocate, silver

to 22,900 people

GADPWD/videos/561821821

People

and golden medalist of Special
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DSAM and his mother O.Khulan
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Talked about activities of Down
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Syndrome Association of
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love and

executive director of

Mongolia, its successful on-

50 thousand
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Down Syndrome

going projects, characteristics of
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d8VVXuU55w_vJ7OKc

people with

Association of

people with Down syndrome
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Mongolia.

and recent situation of the
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disabled people’s independent

web site of Mongolia.

living.

Interviewee:

Talked about psychological

2487 shares and

https://eguur.mn/84052/?fb
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O.Khulan, one of the

barrier to accept a child with
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founders of Down

Down Syndrome, to overcome
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Syndrome
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Down

Association and

how to develop, and empower

syndrome

mother of B.Elberelt,

children with Down syndrome,

Let’s

Interview

Interview

bcBqBuZyZ5gjJQE

self-advocate
The World

Interview

Interviewee:

Talked about the World Down

60 reactions, 22

https://www.facebook.com/

Down

V.Ganzorig, President

Syndrome Day, activities of

shares and

TovchMedia/videos/279795

Syndrome Day

of Down Syndrome

DSAM, recent situation of the

reached out 15

6850272490/UzpfSTE5Nzky

Association of

disabled people’s

thousand people.

MjY2MzY0OTUyMToyNjIxNz

Mongolia.

empowerment and their rights

Q3ODc3OTMzNjQy/

and policies of the government
of Mongolia.
Leave no one

Poster

behind

Leaders advancing

In celebration of the World

67 likes, 64

https://www.facebook.com/

democracy by USAID

Down Syndrome Day, a poster

shares.

LEADMongolia/photos/a.301

and Embassy of USA

is hosted by LEAD Mongolia

895023501719/1104669686

page.

557578/?type=3&theater
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Poster

Government agency

In celebration of the World

43 likes, 70

https://www.facebook.com/
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hashtag

of the Disabled

Down Syndrome Day, a poster

shares.

GADPWD/photos/a.2170273

People

is hosted by the Government

206336231/3118220198208

Empowerment and

Agency.

189/?type=3&theater

Down Syndrome
Association of
Mongolia

Content 1. B.Elberelt with Down Syndrome, self-advocate, silver and golden medalist of Special Olympics and
trainee of vocational training center of DSAM

Content 2. Interviewee: B.Battsetseg, executive director of Down Syndrome Association of Mongolia. Ikon.mn
is the top web site of Mongolia.

Content 3. Interviewee: O.Khulan, one of the founders of Down Syndrome Association and mother of
B.Elberelt, self-advocate

C

Content 4. Interviewee: V.Ganzorig, President of Down Syndrome Association of Mongolia.

Content 5. Leaders advancing democracy page by USAID and Embassy of USA

Content 6. Government agency of the Disabled People Empowerment and Down Syndrome Association of
Mongolia

Myanmar

Myanmar Down Syndrome Association had planned to celebrate World Down Syndrome Day on March 21st,
2020 together with all the Down syndrome associations and organizations from all over the world. However
we couldn’t celebrate as the Covid-19 (World Pandemic Disease) Crisis is happening all over the world.
We couldn’t carry out our celebrations which we have been doing since 2015. We gave our warm wishes and
special thanks through our social media platform (Facebook) to all the contributors, donors, supporters who
not only help us with the funding but also with intellectual and moral support.
We shared the program with our lovely Down syndrome families. We would like to invite you to visit our
Facebook Page “ Down Syndrome Myanmar Association” to give feedback and comment for the better future
actions.
In 2020, we are glad to inform you about the presentation of our short film “Choice” which follows the We
Decide Theme. We submitted it to the Global Video Event and now we can see our product on their website.
In addition, we introduced our action plans and work is in progress for us to achieve our goals. We did
awareness raising and enhanced the participation from the word to the action by using different advocacy
ways.
For example, when our people with Down syndrome arrivesat our association office, we arrange the food in
buffet style so that they can carry and choose their preferred food with their own effort. Furthermore, we made
the special norm which allows the mom and parents of the people with Down syndrome to eat food only if the
people with Down syndrome brings the food. We intend to transform them to be the active persons for others
from passive persons. Moreover, we added the words to encourage the parents to support our children by
letting them to do themselves and recognize their capability as they are also one of our future treasures.

New Zealand
THE LUCKY FEW' TATTOO BONANZA
By Diane Burnett

Matching tattoos for WDSD

Damien Goddard
Dawn Goddard and her daugther Paige

Cimara Lima and her son Eric

Ang Slater and tattoo artist Aaron van den Berg from
2 Sparrows Tattoo

Leonie Gillespie

To celebrate her beautiful baby girl Paige and World Down Syndrome Day 2020, Dawn Goddard had an inky
idea.
Dawn wanted to get as many people as she can to get the world-renowned ‘the lucky few’ tattoo on 21st March,
World Down Syndrome Day 2020. Dozens of people from across country from the New Zealand Group for
Parents of Children with Down Syndrome Facebook group showed an interest, so Dawn contacted and
organised quotes from a few tattoo studios.
Aaron V, co-owner of the family-owned private tattoo studio 2 Sparrows Tattoo in Pakuranga kindly offered to
donate his time for free and change only $50 per ‘the lucky few’ tattoo to cover the cost of the materials
required.
“The minimum cost for most tattoos nowadays is $150 plus, so this is amazing,” said Dawn who was
overwhelmed by the response.
Not only did 33 people show up in Pakuranga, but another 17 got their tattoo done in Te Awamutu and 21
others got the three arrows tattooed in Masterton, Tauranga, Whangarei, Wairarapa and elsewhere in
Auckland. One tattoo artist donated $40 of every tattoo to raise hundreds of dollars for the Upside Down Trust.
Dawn, a photographer, also photographed the event and hoped the event to raise awareness of Down
syndrome for World Down Syndrome Day 2020.
The original idea and design started in the United States where Mica May, a designer, had an idea to celebrate
being a parent of a child with Down syndrome by designing a special tattoo for #theluckyfew. She shared her
idea with several other mums at their first gathering, having previously only met online. Their connection was
immediate, and they discussed getting matching tattoos to acknowledge their bond.
At that point Mica spoke up and told them about the reoccurring dream she’d been having for a long time. In
the dream, she wakes up with three black arrows on her arm – always the same design and always the same
placement. As she described the design from her dreams, tears started rolling down the faces of the other
mums, and everyone said “Yes! This is our design”.
The three arrows are the perfect symbol for parents of children with Down syndrome, because the number
three is representative of the three 21st chromosomes that result in Down syndrome and the arrows represent
how the parents of these special children rise up and move forward. “We rise the highest after we've been
pulled back and stretched — sometimes even more than we think we can bear," said Mica May.
The group tested the design on themselves that evening using a pen and decided to all get the tattoo the next
day. But what started as a bonding moment for a small group of friends has grown to include hundreds of other
parents from all over the world.
Last year, in Newquay in the UK, thirty parents joined the global campaign to raise awareness of people with
Down syndrome. Each got ‘the lucky few’ tattoo to show how proud they are of their children and siblings with
Down syndrome, and a person with Down syndrome also got the tattoo along with her mother and sister.
Dawn contacted one of the organisers of this event and got the details for the original designer, Mica May, who
she contacted. “She has given us her blessing to use the design,” said an excited Dawn.

NORTHLAND GOES VIRTUAL FOR WDSD
By Jo Morrison
Due to concerns about the Coronavirus the Northland Down Syndrome Support Group had to take the hard
decision to cancel our ‘Lots of Rocks’ Walk around the Hatea Loop in Whangarei, and instead to take our
community celebrations online.
From Ahipara in the Far North to Ruakaka and further south, families posted photos of their WDSD2020
celebrations on our Facebook group. Event Organisers, Kathryn Sadgrove and Jo Morrison, said, “it was
disappointing for us to cancel an event that brings so many people with Down syndrome, their families and
their friends together for our global day of celebration.
“We were expecting around 250 participants from across the whole Northland region but we felt we had to
play our part in protecting the community.”
The local Northland business community has been very supportive and the group was able to use items
originally donated as prizes, instead for an online silent auction. This means the support group was still able to
carry out fundraising to support the work in Northland with whānau and schools.
The painted rocks that are usually hidden around the Hatea Loop during the walk will not go to waste. The
children of Kamo Primary School and Onerahi Primary School who painted the rocks in colours of purple,
orange and white, have taken them home and hidden them around the Whangarei District and beyond over the
weekend. Anyone who finds one of these rocks is encouraged to post a photo of themselves to the charity’s
Facebook Group page and may even win a prize!
Kathryn and Jo confirmed that the ‘Lots of Rocks’ Walk event will be back on again next year.
“We are going to have great fun together online this year, but we do aim to be back and walking the Hatea Loop

again next year for World Down Syndrome Day 2021.”

Jesse Williams was one of the young adults featuring in the #WeDecide video to talk his work at the
Lido Pool in Palmerston North.

PALMERSTON NORTH STARS IN WDSD VIDEO MESSAGE
By Coen Lammers
The Down syndrome community in Palmerston North was buzzing with excitement when several of them were
asked to take part in a film shoot for the 2020 World Down Syndrome Day video message.
Director Dean Easterbrook and camera operator Bruce Nixon bounced around the city to cover numerous
venues to interview adults with Down syndrome about their lives and to help deliver the global message “We
Decide”.
The 2020 video message hopes to raise awareness about Down syndrome but specifically wants to remind the
community that people with Down syndrome can and want to make their own decisions.
Dean and Bruce spoke to Vincenzo and Rachal Vaccarino about their married life, filmed Jesse Williams at his
work place at the Lido Pool and then visited the Design School where Robyn Chok is completing a design
course.
The crew then moved to the wonderful Creative Journeys hub where people with disabilities are encouraged to
explore their artistic talents or just hang out. First Nicholas Wales delivered his part of the script to camera
before the crew filmed Georgia Garrett, who was supported by her choir Six To 60 who had all taken time out
from work to watch Georgia’s interview.
When the heavens opened, the filming was forced inside and the director convinced the choir to deliver an
impromptu performance of Elton John’s classic “I’m still standing” and it was clear to see how this group had
fully embraced Georgia in their midst.
Next stop was the globe theatre where Lily Harper delivered an acting master class to camera. Lily was the lead
actress in the play Up Down Girl at the same theatre and was clearly not intimidated by the spotlight.
The crew then moved to Hamish MacNeill bakery to film him at work in his new micro-business, before
heading to the home purchased by Jessica Williams and Alec Cole, who have invited Lily as a flatmate.
The different settings in the video hopes to provide a compelling showcase of the variety and quality of
activities people with Down syndrome are involved in and how they are all following their own passions.
In Auckland, the film makers also filmed Emma Sykes and Abigail Knight to provide the finishing touches for
the video.
Disability Rights Commissioner Paula Tesoriero kindly agreed to support the project and provided the
introduction to the video in which she describes how vital it is for all of us, inside and outside the Down
syndrome community, to enable people with a disability to make their own choices

.

Singapore
Celebrated annually on March 21, World Down Syndrome Day is a global event to raise awareness and
exemplify the abilities of persons with Down syndrome while advocating equal rights for them. This year’s
theme “We Decide” believe that all persons with Down syndrome can participate in decision making about
matters relating to or affecting their lives.
At DSA(S), World Down Syndrome Day has been one of our key events marked with a community walk and
family carnival. However, in view of the COVID-19 developments, the organising committee has made a
decision to defer the event after a careful deliberation considering the well-being of all participants. We may
not have celebrated together in a physical space, but thanks to the advancement of technology, we were able
to do so via digital means.
‘Rock Your Socks’ campaign was launched to raise awareness about Down syndrome. It encourages people to
wear colourful mismatched socks to arouse curiousity among peers, spark conversations about Down
syndrome and remind others that differences can be beautiful too. You may wonder, why socks? Persons with
Down syndrome have an extra copy of chromosome 21, and socks resemble the shape of chromosomes. As
part of the campaign, photo contests were organised, garnering much support from the community who
posted photos of their socks on their social media feed.
In line with this year’s theme “We Decide”, learners with Down syndrome from different DSA(S) programmes
voted for their favourite photo to determine the weekly winner who will walk away with $25 worth of
vouchers.
On March 20 (Friday), staff and learners wore their colourful mismatched socks to DSA Centre in celebration
of WDSD. Just before the day ended, Aaron Lee, founder of Upcakes delivered a chocolate cake to
commemorate the occasion. The cake was a hit among our learners and staff, and it certainly brought much
joy.
We thank all our donors and partners for contributing to the success of this year’s celebration, and our
supporters for rocking their socks in this show of solidarity for inclusivity.

UAE
Emirates Down Syndrome Association (EDSA) Celebration of World Down Syndrome Day 2019 Under the slogan “We Decide”
Our heroes at Emirates Down Syndrome Association (EDSA) had their say, they announce to the world what
they decided to be, their ambitions and dreams. They work hard towards achieving their objectives and
wanted to inspire others to follow the same path.

Vietnam
There were activities carried out by persons with Down syndrome at the Gia Dinh Special School
before the traditional Tet holidays around last week of January, 2020.
Children participated in making traditional food, greeting cards flowers for decoration sending to
their parents, grand parents, teachers and classmates.
After having all of our nice work, teachers and children in their traditional dresses got in photos
with their beautiful products.All of them.looked so happy to bring their products to give their
families, teachers and classmates.

